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Fig.1 In the early 17th century, Italian 
architect Nicola Sabbatini developed 
a variety of machines to simulate 
weather noises for the stage. His 
“thunder box” was designed like a 
staircase with a rounded stone or 
metal cannonball rolling down the 
irregular steps. 

From Nicola Sabatini da Pesaro’s 
Pratica di fabricar scene e machine  
ne’ teatri, 1638 p. 159

Fig.2 The hand-cranked machine is 
designed like a drum, not unlike a 
waterwheel. A cloth of silk or linen is 
woven through the wooden slats, 
which produces a whining wind noise 
when friction arises. Wind machines 
have worked in the same way since 
the Renaissance. They were used by 
Foley artists1 making the sound 
effects for radio, film and theatre well 
into the 1960s.

From Van Dyke Browne Secrets of 
Scene Painting and Stage Effects, 
1900 p.70 

1.  Named for Jack Foley, a pioneer 
of sound effects in American film 
from the first sound movies until  
the 1960s.

Fig.3 In 1880, the Paris Opera 
became the first theatre in the world 
to be fully wired for electricity.  
The previous year, Thomas Edison 
patented the light bulb, with a 
burning filament of carbonised thread 
inside it, which soon came to 
transform stage technology. This 
illustration shows a sunrise effect 
machine consisting of several  
boxes of light bulbs in front of which 
different-coloured gelatine filters  
are drawn back and forth by stage 
hands to achieve a moving light  
like the early morning rays of sunlight. 

From Albert A Hopkins Magic;  
Stage Illusions and Scientific 
Diversions, Including Trick 
Photography, 1898 p.301 

Scenario/Scenery is a performative art installation in which 
the sculptural parts both act and serve as scenery. The work 
is inspired by the early theatre weather machines, which 
stood in the wings and were used to create sound effects of 
rain, wind and thunder. [Fig. 1–4]

In Scenario/Scenery, these machines have mutated and 
been fitted with modern solar panels, which means that the 
energy that powers them is generated by the machines 
themselves. The work is designed as a theatrical stage 
where wind, rain, lightning and thunder machines together 
perform an act controlled by the rig of halogen lamps 
suspended above.

Visitors to the exhibition are greeted with a darkened room. 
At the centre of the room, a faint light begins to grow, like  
a dawning dat. The artificial sun gradually gives birth to a 
new day and the elements come to light. The movements of 
the work and the sounds they make create a simulation of  
a type of storm that comes and goes, fades and grows in 
strength. After a few minutes, the scene fades into darkness 
again and the movements and light cease.

The weather, which sets the scene of every day of our lives, 
is the focus here. Once the topic of trivial discussions in 
shelters at bus stops or over coffee at work, it has now 
taken centre stage in our era. Daily we see headlines and 
hear stories and reports of the ongoing climate disaster  
we and other living organisms and geological systems are 
caught up in. [Fig. 5]

At the end of Euripides’ ancient tragedy Medea, a carriage 
drawn by a dragon suddenly appears in the air above  
the stage. It is sent by the sun god Helios, and it takes his 
granddaughter Medea to safety in Athens, away from  
her husband Jason.

Technologically, this was achieved by a giant crane 
(mēchanē in Greek) installed behind the scenes, which 
lowered the actors down from the sky to the stage. This 
intervention at the end of a drama came to be called  
Deus ex Machina – “God from the machine”. [Fig. 6]

Today, many hope that the catastrophic situation that 
climate change has placed us in will be resolved in a similar 
way, through technology. But this time, not initiated by a 
divinity, but by science. Such Scientia ex Machinas can both 
produce renewable energy (from wind, sun, water and so 



2. IPCC Special Report on Global 
Warming of 1.5°C, 2018

https://www.ipcc.ch/sr15/ 

Fig. 5 Front pages in Europe in the 
summer of 2018.

Fig.4 The Drottningholm Palace 
Theatre, which opened in 1766, is one 
of few remaining baroque theatres 
with its original stage equipment. 
Created by the Italian Donato Stopani 
at the request of Queen Lovisa Ulrika, 
the equipment includes a wave 
machine, cloud scenery and several 
weather machines. This exploded 
diagram by artist Gustav Kull shows 
how the wind machine is placed to 
the left and the rocking thunder box  
is above the theatre’s stage.

From Gustav Kulls Drottningholms 
Slottsteater Bjärtrå Teatertekniska, 
1987

Fig. 6 Hand-cranked crane like  
those used in the Greek theatre to 
lower actors from heaven to earth. 

From Diderot and d’Alembert’s  
Encyclopédie, 1751–72.

on) and combat climate change itself. Geoengineering is  
the collective name of technologies designed to solve the 
problems caused by flooding, salination, the greenhouse 
effect and so on. These often speculative “quick fixes” are 
intended to lessen the damage caused by the fossil energy 
sector. [Fig. 7]

Critics of these often large-scale projects claim that the new 
technologies only postpone the inevitable total conversion 
and cement a status quo in which we can continue emitting 
CO2 while implementing measures such as carbon seques- 
tration. But despite these criticisms, these technologies  
were included in the IPCC’s 2018 special report2 as possibly 
necessary measures to keep the temperature increase within 
the 1.5° agreed on in the 2015 Paris Agreement. [Fig. 8]

The IPCC reports form the recurring script of the climate- 
related drama we are participating in whether we want to  
or not. The script is revised and updated with each report 
from the hundreds of scientists analysing the situation.  
And their tone regarding humanity’s own involvement in  
the atmospheric cocktail has grown sharper with each  
new version published:

1995 
The balance of evidence suggests that there is a 
discernible human influence on global climate.

2001 
Most of the observed warming over the last 50 years  
is likely to have been due to the increase in greenhouse 
gas concentration.

2007 
Most of the observed increase in globally averaged 
temperatures since the mid-20th century is very likely 
due to the observed increase in anthropogenic green-
house gas concentrations.

2013
It is extremely likely that human influence has been  
the dominant cause of the observed warming since  
the mid-20th century.

One of the scientists who has contributed to the IPCC’s 
reports is Erik Kjellström, professor of climatology, who 
works at the Rossby Centre at the Swedish Meteorological 
and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) in Norrköping. Rossby 
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3. The Kaya identity is an identity 
stating that the total emission level of 
the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide 
can be expressed as the product of 
four factors: human population, GDP 
per capita, energy intensity (per unit 
of GDP), and carbon intensity 
(emissions per unit of energy 
consumed).

4. A World Without Clouds, Natalie 
Wolchover, Quanta Magazine, 
February 25, 2019

https://www.quantamagazine.org/
cloud-loss-could-add-8-degrees-to-
global-warming-20190225/

Fig.8 Illustration of mitigation, 
adaptation, Solar Radiation Manage- 
ment (SRM) and Carbon Dioxide 
Removal (CDR) methods in relation  
to the interconnected human, socio- 
economic and climatic systems.  
The top part of the figure represents 
the Kaya identity3. REDD stands for 
Reduced Emissions from 
Deforestation and forest Degradation. 

Fig.10 Back of a cloud set piece at 
the Drottningholm Palace Theatre.

From John Kroon, Slottsteatrarna  
på Drottningholm och Gripsholm, 
Malmö 1933

Fig. 7 SRM – Solar Radiation 
Management – is the collective name 
of various technological solutions to 
reduce the amount of solar radiation 
reaching the earth. A method of 
controlling the planet’s temperature. 
The most speculative proposals 
include giant space mirrors, lenses or 
clouds of particles orbiting the Earth.

Illustration: Johan Mets

Centre develops and uses global and regional climate 
models, which are the instruments that allow us to 
understand the climate scenarios we can expect in the 
future. They are three-dimensional climate models that 
mathematically describe the climate system and the 
interaction between its components (the atmosphere,  
the seas, the land and ice). [Fig. 9]

One component that is particularly hard to calculate is the 
effect of cloud cover on the climate, because clouds are 
complex, relatively small-scale and difficult to estimate. Our 
modern computers are not powerful enough to include  
clouds in their calculations, and Erik Kjellström says it may  
be ten years before there are machines that can do so on  
a large scale. [Fig. 10]

Clouds can both protect against incoming solar radiation 
and contribute to the greenhouse effect. Low, thick clouds 
reflect the incoming solar radiation and cool the earth’s 
surface. Thin, high clouds let solar radiation through but 
absorb outgoing heat radiation, thus contributing to the 
greenhouse effect by heating up the atmosphere. But the 
science isn’t completely united on the degree to which 
clouds affect the climate. Studies of the Paleocene Eocene 
Thermal Maximum, or PETM, event4, which occurred 56 
million years ago, show that low, thick stratocumulus clouds 
stopped forming. This occurred after a runaway greenhouse 
effect in which CO2 shot up to over 800 PPM, twice the  
level we have today. This created a temperature increase of 
over 4°, a level of atmospheric heat which prevented the 
formation of stratocumulus clouds. After that, the tempera-
ture rose a further 8°, which resulted in the earth’s glaciers 
melting and the sea levels rising by 60 m. However, this is 
not considered a mass extinction event. It occurred over the 
course of 300,000 years, which gave all land animals and 
plants plenty of time to migrate and adapt. Today’s climate 
change is occurring much faster. So when the red line of  
the thermometer climbs and the flood waters come, no one 
will have time to move. [Fig. 11]

In the 2002 documentary film Lost in La Mancha, by Keith 
Fulton and Louis Pepe, we follow Terry Gilliam’s attempts  
to film The Man Who Killed Don Quixote. It’s a painful,  
but delightful study of the disastrous collapse of an artistic 
project in real time. Filming took place in a desert area in 
Navarra in northern Spain to guarantee sunny weather.  
But on the very second shooting day, clouds rolled in and  
a dramatic downpour practically drowned the whole film 



5. IRENA (2020), Renewable Power 
Generation Costs in 2019, 
International Renewable Energy 
Agency, Abu Dhabi
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Fig. 9 A climate model that shows 
the atmosphere and the sea in  
a three-dimensional grid with 
information on the climate system. 
The computer then uses equations  
to calculate how the climate system 
develops over time, which can be 
used to create an image of what the 
climate may be like in the future.

Fig.11 The response patterns of 
clouds and precipitation to warming 
vary dramatically depending on the 
climate model, even in the simplest 
model configuration. Shown are 
changes in the radiative effects of 
clouds and in precipitation.

Bjorn Stevens, Sandrine Bony, What 
Are Climate Models Missing? Science 
31 May 2013: Vol. 340, Issue 6136, 
pp. 1053 –1054

Fig. 12–14 Chaos when the 
recording equipment floats away in  
a flood. 

Film stills from Lost in La Mancha,  
Keith Fulton and Louis Pepe, 2002

Fig.15 Gustav Dore’s illustration of 
Don Quixote attacking the giants that 
turn out to be a group of windmills.

crew. In one film sequence we can see film and lighting 
equipment floating off on a flood of rainwater. The film gives 
us a look behind the scenes at a completely unexpected 
collapse, a paradox where technology intended to generate 
a work of art became the subject of a new drama, which 
became a huge success of its own. [Fig. 12–15]

It is nothing new that the things we invent to improve and 
enlighten our world often bring new shadows of their own. 
The work Scenario/Scenery is no exception. What seems  
to be a perpetuum mobile, a perpetual motion machine 
running on renewable energy, is on closer examination a 
terrible electricity thief. The current required to power the 
spotlights, which in turn generate the power in the solar 
cells, is ten times greater than the output of the motors.

And where does the electricity come from? Is it renewable 
– “good” – power? Or is it a bad, dirty electricity created by 
coal power plants? This gives rise to a new question about 
the intrinsic goodness or intent of art. Is it a better work of 
art if the work itself physically contributes to sustainability? 
Or can the potential environmentally detrimental function  
of the work create greater attention and draw more people 
into a tale that can change their thinking, norms and 
perhaps even behaviours? [Fig. 16]

According to a new report from the International Renewable 
Energy Agency (IRENA)5, renewable electricity now costs 
far less than the cheapest fossil fuel-based alternatives.  
This shift is dramatic in the world’s sunniest areas, where  
a radical transition to solar power is rapidly progressing. 
This gives hope. At the same time, they say that renewable 
energy can never meet the hunger for energy that the 
exploding human population on earth is creating. [Fig. 17]

Two-thirds of the world’s opium is produced in the Helmand 
region of southern Afghanistan, and harvests have doubled 
in recent years since the farmers installed solar cells, which 
power pumps that irrigate the fields like never before. The 
black monochrome panels stand at attention alongside the 
fields and play a major role in the global opioid epidemic in 
much of the world. [Fig. 18]

The tragicomic phase transitions and unexpected displace-
ments that new information and new technology create in 
the climate issue pique our artistic curiosity and fill us with 
terrified delight. But the fact is that we live in what many 
consider an ongoing disaster that is unfolding so slowly that 



Fig.17 Bigert & Bergström visit one 
of the world’s biggest solar power 
plants – NOOR in Ouarzazate, 
Morocco. 

From the filming of the Climate 
Experiment, 2017. Photo: Lars 
Siltberg

Fig.18 Satellite photo showing some 
of the solar power plants in Helmand, 
Afghanistan, which generate power 
for irrigation pumps. 

Source: Alcis

Fig. 19 Sunbathers swarm the beach, 
defying social distancing recom- 
mendations due to the novel corona- 
virus. Scheveningen, Netherlands, 
May 2020. 

Photo: Robin Utrecht

6. Timothy Morton, Being Ecological 
p13 –14, The MIT Press
Cambridge, Massachusetts, 2018

7. A placebo-controlled pilot study  
of a wearable morning bright light 
treatment for probable PTSD, Alyson 
K. Zalta, Karyna Bravo, Zerbrina 
Valdespino-Hayden, Mark H. Pollack, 
Helen J. Burgess, Depression & 
Anxiety Journal, 17 April 2019
https://doi.org/10.1002/da.22897

we can’t perceive it. British philosopher Timothy Morton 
says we already suffer from climate crisis-induced post- 
traumatic stress syndrome6. PTSD patients relive their 
trauma in their dreams and flashbacks in an attempt to 
return to the moment just before the ordeal. The fear of 
events that we can prevent is easier to manage than the 
fear of being in the midst of a trauma. That’s why a  
massive “infodump” about the climate issue can give us  
the impression that we are in a good position before the 
disaster. A position in which we can still do something to 
avoid it. 

This excessive information can cause us to descend into a 
PTSD darkness. A situation in which our built-in circadian 
clock shifts to an evening chronotype, which can disrupt 
sleep patterns. Research on PTSD patients7 shows that light 
therapy can help us to restore our circadian rhythm and lift 
some of the depression. Yet another paradox – the trauma 
of global warming seems to be curable by a proper sunbath. 
[Fig. 19]
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Fig.16 Scenario/Scenery,  
illustration Johan Mets.
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Scenario/Scenery
Solar panels, aluminum, electric 
motors, wood, pearls, cloth, acrylic 
glass, cables, halogen spotlights, 
dimmers, Butler S2 DMX controller
300 × 380 × 330 cm
Photo: Jean-Baptiste Béranger
Bigert & Bergström 2020
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